
Six Pack Nutrition is the brand owned by UTH Beverage 
Factory Pvt. Ltd. It manufactures high quality and scientifically 
superior products in a company owned state of the art 
manufacturing facility in Pune, Maharashtra. Six Pack 
Nutrition has been the pioneer in ensuring all its high protein 
products are certified by an independent lab accredited by 
NABL and the Certificate of Analysis for each batch is 
uploaded on the site for the customer to view. There is full 
transparency on label claims as well as ingredients unlike lot of 
other supplement brands that do not declare many of their 
contents. Unlike most other companies that out source their 
manufacturing and only have a sales and distribution team, 
UTH Beverage Factory has full control on the cost, quality and 
timely delivery of its products because of its state-of-the-art 
FSSAI approved manufacturing facility. Along with high 
quality raw materials and high nutritional value of our 
products, we have an in house palette of international and 
Indian flavours.

UTH Beverage Factory Pvt. Ltd aspires to be the leading 
sports nutrition brand in India with a specialization in premium 
quality whey protein supplements backed by ingredients from 
Glanbia Nutritionals and technology from innoWHEYte 
Nutrition, USA. The brand, through its stringent controls on 
procurement, manufacturing and distribution, will bring the 
best in international ingredients and flavours within the reach 
of the Indian fitness enthusiast

l Journey so far

Though, I started UBF in 2006 when I was still completing my 
MBA from Wharton, the real traction has been since 2010 
when we launched our protein supplements under the Six 
Pack Nutrition brand name. We now have a strong PAN India 
presence offline and are also available on all leading online 
stores. Within our target audience there is a fair recognition of 
the SPN brand as a trusted brand with high emphasis on 
quality.

l How did this idea strike you?

The idea to enter the sports nutrition market struck me when I 
was doing my MBA at Wharton and saw the huge assortment 
of options available in supplementation for athletes in the US

The Co-Founder Team had a small discussion with Mr. 
Samit Mehta  to know some more interesting facts. The 
Discussion as follows: 

l What is the problem you are solving for your users? 

Even though the Indian Council for Medical Research has 
prescribed the RDA for protein, several studies have pointed 
out how the Indian diet is severely deficient in protein. To get 
the required amount of protein, supplementation is required. 
There are however several misconceptions around usage of 
protein and our company engages in several awareness 
programs to educate consumers. We run a free service under 
which our qualified nutritionist prepares customized diet 
charts for all prospective consumers as per their fitness goals 
and guides them on the supplementation most appropriate 
for them.

l Can you give a background about your 
market/domain? 

 

Market intelligence values the nutrition supplements industry 
at about Rs 2,500 cr. growing at a CAGR of well over 20%

l Product Features 

Six Pack Nutrition products are made in technical 
collaboration with innoWHEYte Nutrition, USA and contain 
the finest quality whey protein. Each batch of SPN's high 
protein products is analysed by an independent lab 
accredited by NABL and the Certificate of Analysis is 
available on our website www.sixpacknutrition.in for 
customers to verify that what is claimed on the label is 
actually also available in the jar. SPN products have the best in 
class macro values in its category.

l What is the biggest challenge you faced as an 
entrepreneur while establishing your startup?

Differentiating your product and identifying the unmet need 
to the customer is key for any startup to compete and capture 
market share from the incumbent. Gaining these key insights 
was the easier part, converting them into products was a big 
challenge.
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l How did you overcome it?

The emphasis from the beginning was to invest in innovation 
and quality. We formed a strong R&D team and set up our 
own state-of-the-art FSSAI approved manufacturing facility 
so that we could quickly roll out products to suit customer 
preferences. A classic example is that most whey proteins 
have standard flavors of chocolate, vanilla, strawberry etc. 
The Indian consumer was looking for an ethnic flavor, we 
developed and introduced a unique masala doodh flavor in 
whey protein which is now one of our highest selling SKUs. 

l What's your revenue model?
 
UBF has 4 distinct revenue generators:

Offline sales through specialty health and wellness stores
Online sales across all portals
Multi brand retail subsidiary – The FitMart Store
Contract manufacturing of nutrition bars

l Have you raised funding before?  

UBF has not raised any external funding, the entire company 
has been built with internal accruals and own funds

l Are you looking for raising more funds? If yes, how 
much and what will the funds be utilized for? 

Yes, UBF is looking to access additional funds of $ 5 million in 
a first round.

The funds will be utilized to expand distribution and gain 
higher visibility on the digital platform. The funds will also be 
used to invest in our subsidiary FitMart Retail that already has 
3 offline multi brand retail stores and has a target of 25 stores 
within next 12 months.

The rising fitness consciousness of our young Indian 
population will increase the pool of consumers and 
consequently the size of the market. With companies like 
UBF continuously investing in educating the masses, there 
will be an acceptance of the role of protein beyond hardcore 
bodybuilding to meeting the growth needs in children as well 
as preventing sarcopenia in the geriatric population. UBF has 
a first mover advantage and has already built a brand 
recognition that identifies them as a credible manufacturer of 
high quality protein supplements.

l Who are your competitors?  How are you planning to 
outpace your competitors?   

Six Pack Nutrition competes with several imported and Indian 
supplements brands. Prominent among them are Glanbia's 
ON, Muscletech & Dymatize. Our R&D expertise, technical 
collaborations and own manufacturing give us the flexibility 
to introduce several new concepts and improvise based on 
customer feedback. This will propel us ahead of several 
competitors that operate on a “virtual” sales & distribution 
only model.

l What is the biggest learning so far in your 
entrepreneurial  journey? 

Always stay in the present and focus on processes. Do not 
regret the past or try and think too far out in the future. 
Results will often be an outcome of robust processes.

l What are your future plans with your startup?

UBF will leverage its inherent capabilities in R&D to launch 
several novel protein fortified products including protein ice 
creams and meal replacements. The product portfolio will be 
expanded from just ready to mix products to ready to eat 
products as well

l What's your tip for budding entrepreneur?  

Have courage of conviction and be persistent, stay in the 
present and success will be round the corner.

Samit Mehta, 
Founder, Six Pack Nutrition

Samit with his team
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